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According to concepts elaborated in the I970s by
the Research Institute of Geology of the Arctic Regions
(NIIGA), which is now the All-Russia Research Institute
of Geology and Mineral Resources of the World Ocean
(VNlIOkeanologiya), the results of aeromagnetic,
gravimetric, and geological surveys within the East
Siberian Sea region suggest that structural elements of
the western segment of the shelf are represented by
basements of different ages along the De Longa Rise
and in the Novaya Sibir and Blagoveshchensk sedim~n

tary basins [1-3]. Based on the works ofNIIGA geolo
gists, Fujita and Newberry proposed that these basins
may be underlain by oceanic crust and may represent
relics of the Southern Anyui paleoocean [4].

The first multichannel common-depth-point (COP)
seismic reflection profiles in the western segment of the
shelf were studied at the Laboratory of Regional Geo
dynamics (LARGE) Geophysical Company in Septem
ber 1989, using an airgun source of 5.9 I ~nd a 1200-m
long 48-channel seismic streamer (Fig. I, inset). The field
data were processed at the GECO Company in Norway.

The 550-km-long LARGE-89001 profile originates
J10 km away from the Indigirka Bay coast and ends
20 km east of Jannetla Island in the De Longa Archipel
ago. Interpretation of this profile yielded a substantially
new concept that is different from the existing ones.
This segment of the shelf includes a large sedimentary
basin that is bounded on the north by the De Longa
Rise. We have named this structure the East Siberian
Basin (ESB). The previously recognized Novaya Sibir
and Blagoveshchensk basins, as well as the linear
Anzhu Rise between the basins, are not expressed on
the profile and supposedly do not exist.

The two-phase low-frequency reflecting horizon A
represents the acoustic basement roof and is traced to
depths of 0.5-3.5 s TWT· (Figs. 1-3). Regional reflec-
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• TWT, the two way travel time, is omitted hereafter.

tors revealed in the wave field above this horizon divide
the sedimentary cover into six seismic complexes. The
uppermost seismic complex (VS-6) makes up a contin
uous cover. Seismic complexes YS-5, YS-4, YS-3, and
YS-2 are complet!l-within depressions and are reduced
or cut by an unconformity in the YS-6 floor on the
uplifts. The seismic complex YS-I is locally developed
in the floor of the cover in the northern sector of the
profile.

The southern sector of the profile (shotpoints,
SP 1-12(0) crosses a small depression in Indigirka
Bay. The sedimentary cover (YS-6 and, probably, YS-4
or YS-3) in this area has an acoustic thickness of 1.0
1.5 s. The short and sinuous reflections suggest dynamic
sedimentation conditions in the Indigirka River unload
ing area. Magnetic anomalies of the Southern Anyui
Lyakhov Suture extend into this shelf area. Therefore,
the Late Mesozoic age of the basement here is certain.

The central section of the profile (SP 1200(9000) is
about 340 km long and crosses the ESB area. The
southern limb of this basin (SP 1200-57(0) character
izes the gentle northward plunge of the basement sur
face to a depth of 2.3 s (about 3 km). The deep
Blagoveshchensk Basin, previously distinguished in this
area, has not been confirmed by the LARGE profile.

A continuous succession of seismic complexes of
the ESB cover with acoustic thickness up to 3.5 s (about
5 km) has been revealed within a graben in the center
of the basin (Fig. 2).

The YS-2 seismic complex is represented by a series
of discontinuous (but sufficiently contrasting) subhori
zontaJ reflections that are governed by strike-slip faults
in the lower section of the graben. This suggests that the
YS-2 complex is a synrift structure that marks the first
extensional phase of the ESB basement.

The YS-3 complex is distinguished in the lower sec
tion of the cover in the southern ESB limb. It represents
a packet of parallel high-intensity reflections concor
dant to the roof (horizon IT) or cut by horizon IY. The
YS-4 complex, which overlies the lower horizons of the
cover or the acoustic basement, is almost ubiquitous in
the ESB area. Its upper section it is dominated by
extended reflections that form a fan diverging to the
basin center. The YS-4 sequence probably accumulated
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